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1.lntroduction and statement of tbe problem. 

There exist difl'erent QC D - inspired phenomenological approaches to describe 
hadron spectra. Among them the potential model for the heaTy - quarkonia 1pec
troscopy [1) plays an important role because it is the moat theoretically justified one 
and it is directly related to the definition of the fundamental parameters of the quark -
antiquark interaction potential. One ca.n say that the heavy - quarkooia spectroscopy 
is of the same importimce for QCD_as the.Coulomb experiments for QED. 

In the last time, the quark - quark potential from (1) baa been applied to the 
description of the spectroscopy of light mesons in the framework of relativistic equations 
generalizing the Schrodinger equation [2)- [7). It turned out that_ such a potential model 
succesfully describes the spontAJ1eous _breakdown of chiral symmetry (which is a pure 
relativistic effect), constituent quark ma111ea, and the pion as a Goldstone particle, as 
well as the great mass difference between p - and ff' - mesons. (4). 

The relativistic covariant potential model has been suggested in ref. (8,9) in the 
framework of a bilocal field approach to get an unified description of the 11pectra a.nd 
the interactions of light as well as heavy quarkonia ( mesons ). The success of the 
relativistic two ~ body potential model justifies its generalization to many - quark 
( gluon ) systems. The investigation of this problem is the purpose of this paper. 

For the derivation of equation11 for the relativiatic quark - gluon bound states we 
use two, complementing each other, methods : the Green function method and the 
quasiparticle operator approach (10). The Green function method enables one to ob
tain a self - consistent relativistic picture of the spectra and interaction of hadron 
(8,9), whereas the operator approach gives an adequate physical interpretation of the 
nonperturbative vacuum for many - quark systems, and other quantum states, and 
considerably simplifies the derivation of the many - quark 
( gluon ) bound state equations. 

The paper is organized as follow a. In section 2 we discuss the status of the potential 
model in gauge theories and apply the Green function method to the derivation of 
relativistic equation as quark - antiquark bound. states. IA section 3 we show the 
equiulence of the Green function method and Bethe - Salpeter equations applied to 
mesons. In section 4 we derive the equation for many - quark systems ( namely, for 
baryons ). In section 5 we comider the application of the relatiTiatic potential model 
for the pure gluon sector ( glueballs ). 

2.Tbe 1tatu■ .of the relativl1tlc potential model for QCD ud eff'edlve 
chiral LagraagiaH. 

It is widely believed that the potential models are related only to the nonrelativistic 



approximation. This opinion, however, is based on the experience of solving scattering 
and dissociation problems in QED, where the Coulomb propagator corresponding to 
transversal photon exchange, converts into the relativistic invariant Feynman prop
agator up to the longitudinal part vanishing on the mass shell. Such a "relativistic 
method" of the potential model is incorrect for the description of bound states where 
elementary particles are off their mass shells and the longitudinal part of the propagator 

differs from zero. 
From the experience of the description of atoms in QED one knows that the bound 

state ( atom ) is formed by an instantaneous interaction ( Coulomb ) potential ( with a 
singularity on the time axis ) whereas the transversal photon exchange plays the role of 
a correction which does not destroy the instantaneous property of the bound state wave 
function [11]. However, in this case, unlike scattering and dissociation processes, the 
sum of 'the Coulomb and transversal propagators is not relativistic - invariant due to 
nonzero longitudinal photon contributions. It should be stressed that the propagators 
in manifestly covariant gauges ( with a singularity on the light cone ) themselves can 
not describe the bound states conserving their instantaneous property. 

So to treat the bound states it is important to choose such transversal variables for 
which the instantaneous Coulomb potential separates. 

In practice the relativistic description of the spectrum of a moving atom is done by · 
means of the Coulomb potential ~oving together with the atom. This correspondens 
to the transformation to new transversal variables reffering to a new time axis ( .,,,. ) 
which is parallel to atom's 4-momentum. To such a relativization there corresponds 

the following effective action [8,9) : 

W.11["1, ~] = / d4z[~(z)(iP- m
0)1/,(z) + 

+ i / d411(1p(11)if(z)).t<">(z.1 I X)(1/,(z)if(y))]. (1) 

Here p = 8"7,., .t<•> is the kernel 

.t<11>(zJ. IX) = ,w (zJ.)cS{z · tJ)Ji, (n = tJ"7,.), 

where z and X are the relative and total coordinates defined, respectively, as 

z+y 
z = z - 11, X = -

2
-, 

(2) 

(3) 

and V(z.L) is the potential depending on the transversal (with respect to the time axis 

fJ) component. of the relative co~rdinate, z; = z,. - .,,,.(z • fJ), 
· Notice that just such a relativistic transformation law of the fields with a simulta

neous rotation of the time - axis has been used in the historically first formulation of 
QED (12] ( a consi~tent constmction of the gauge theories with such properties has 
been proposed recently (13) ). 

The next question is how to choose the time - axis in (1) for describing interacting 
atoms. It has been suggested in ref. [9) to take in thi~ case as a time - axis the unit 

2 

I 
j 

(! 

vector which is proportional to the eigenvalue of the bound state total momentum 
operator, i.e. 

. 8 
,,,. ~'ax · ,. (4) 

When this requirement is satisfied the bound state wave functions automatically belong 
to the irreducible representation of the Poincare group [14). 

It should be stressed that in the relativistic theory the decomposition (3) is independ 
both of the variation of the quark masses and of the bound state. 

The expression (1) with the kernel (2) and with the time - axis defined by (4) 
represents a relativistic covariant action. It seems that a most straightforward way for 
constructing a theory of bound states is the redefinition of action (1) in terms of bilocal 
fields by means of the Legendre transformation (15) - (17) 

i J d4zd4y(1/,(y)ip(.x))K(z, y)(rp{z)ip(y)) = 

= -i J d4zd~yM(z,y)K- 1{z,y)M(z,y) + 
+ J d4zd4y(ip(z)\b(y))M(z,y) 

(5) 

where ,t-1 is the inverse of the kernel (2). Following ref. [16), we introduce the short 
- hand notation 

j d4.x¢(z)(ip- m0)1/,(z) = / d4zd4yt/,(y)¢(z)(ip- m0 )c5<4>(.x - y) = ("1¢,-G01
), 

j d4zd4y(ip(z)tp(y))M(z,y) = (tf,¢,M). 

Then, from action (1) we get 

1 - I 1 I W.11[M = (tf,1/,, (-G0 + M)) - 2(M,,t- M). (6) 

After quantization over N. fermion fields and normal ordering, this action takes the 
form 

w.,,[M) = --
2
1 
N,(M,.t-1M) + iN. f .!.t•. 

•=In 

Here t = G0 M, t 2 , t 1 etc. mean the following expressions 

t(z,11) = GoM = j d4zG0(z,z)M(z,y), 

t 2 = / d4zd4yt(z,y)t(y,z), 

t' = / d4zd4yd4zt(z,11)t(11,z)t{z,.x) etc 

(7) 

(8) 

As a result of such quantization, only the the contributions with inner fermionic 
lines ( but no scattering and dissociation channel contribution ) are included in the 
effective action since we are interested only in the bound states. 
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• . The requirement for the choice of the time axis (4) in bilocal dynamics is equivalent 
to Markov - Yukawa condition [14] 

.oM(z,X) = o 
z,. ., ox,. 

where z,. = (x - 11),. and X,. = (1/2)(.:r + 11),. are relative and total coordinates. 

(9) 

The first step to the quantization of the action (i) is the determination of its 
minimum 

N_ 1 c5Wq(M) == -/C- 1 M + i ~ Go(MGot = -IC- 1M + -1 i = 0. (IO) 
e cM LJ G

0 
- M 

u ••1 

We denote the corresponding classical solution for the bilocal field by E ( x - II). It 
depends only on the differrence x - II because of translation invariance of vacuum 
solutions. 

The next step is the expansion of the action (1) around the point of minimum 
M = E+M', 

Wq(E + M') = Wq(E) + Ne[-!M 1JC- 1M' + ~(Gi:M')2
] + 

· 2 2 

· + iNc f: !_(Gi:M')•, (GE= (G;;-1 
- E)-1

), (11) 
•=• n 

and the representation of the small fluctuations M' as a sum over the complete set of 
classical solutions r I 

c52w9(E + M')IM•=o. r = o. 
6M 2 

(12) 

Using the definitions (8) and (11) it is easy to obtain the standard form of equations 
(10) and (12) : 

E(.:r - 11) = m 0c5l4l(.:r - 11) + i/C(.:r, 11)GE(.:r - 11), (13) 

r = i/C(.:r, 11) I d4z1d4z2GE(X - z1)r(z1,z2)GD(Z2 - 11) {14) 

which are, respectively, the Schwinger - Dyson (SD) and Bethe - Salpeter (BS) equa
tions. They describe the spectrum of Dirac particles in bound states and the spectrum 
of the bound states themselves, respectively. 

In the momentum space we obtain with 

· ~(k) = / d4.:rE(.:r)e"•, 

r.(ql'P) = I d4xd4yei!.f-'-1' ei<•-:rhr(.:r, 11) 

4 

) 

for the kernel ( 2) the following equation for the mass operator ( ~ ) and the vertex 
£unction ( C. ) 

·~ 
~(k) =. m0 +if (::~4 V(k.l. - q.l.),i~(q)r}, (15) 

. d4 'P 'P 
t(k, P) =; / (

2
,r~4 v(k.l. - q.l.)n[fu(q + 2 )r(qlP>fu(q - 2>1n - (16) 

where GE(q) = (i-t.(q))-1 ,V(k.l.) means the Fourier transform of the potential, 
k; = k,. - 11,.(k • 17) is the transversal with respect to 11,. relative momentum, 'P,. is the 
total momentum. 

The quantities ~ and C. depend only on the transversal momentum 

~(k) = ~(k.l.),[(kl'P) = C.(k.l.l'P), 

because of the instantaneous form• of the potential £:.( A:.l.) in any frame. 
Therefore, we may integrate in (15) and (16) over the longitudinal momentum 

q0 = ( q · '1) using the representation 

~(q) = i.!. + E.(q.l.)s; 2(q.l.) (17) 

for the self - energy with 

s;2(q.l.) = e.rp{-t2v.(q.l.)}, ti;= q;'flq.l.l (18) 

where S. is the Foldy - Wouthuysen type transformation matrix with the parameter 
v •• 

Then, one has 

. G.t:. = (qo,S- E.(q.l.)s;2(q-1-)rl = 
A <11> (q.l.) A<,> (q.l.) 

= [ (+)• + (-)• ]" 
qo - E.(q.1.) + ie qo + E.(q.l.) + ie 

(19) . 

where 

Al~>.(q.l.) = s.(q.1.)A!~>(o)s;1 (q.1.), A~!\(o) = (1 ± ,S)/2 (20) 

are the operators separating the states with positive ( +E. ) and negative ( -E. ) 
energies. 

As a result, we obtain the following equations for the one - particles energy E and 
the angle v : 

1 / d'q-1-E.(A:.!.)cos2v(l:.!.) = m: + 2 (
2

,r)S£:.(l:J. - qJ.)cos2v(qJ.) (21) 
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1 / d' .i. E.(k.L)sin2v(k.L) = lk.LI+- ( q)
1
V(k.L-q.L)lk.L-q.Llsin2v(q.L) 

- 2 2~ 
(22) 

Let us consider the Bethe - Salpeter equation (16) under such an integration. The 
vertex function is given by 

~d(k.Ll'P) = I t::;f_(k~ - q.L)M, ... (q.L)n, (23) 

where· 1/1., denotes the expression 

"' ( .L) = ,HA(+)•(q.Lr .. (q.Ll'P)Ac-)•(q.L) + Ac-)a(q.Lr .. (q.Ll1')Ac+)l(q.L)]n 
-' q Er - lfn + ie Er + lfn - ie . 

(24) 

and is· the bound state wave function. Here Er = E. + E, means the sum of one -
particles energies of the two particles (a) and ( b ) defined by (21,22) and the notation 

- .L 1 .L . .L A(:t:)(q ) = s- (q )Ac:t:)(0)S(q ) (25) 

has been introduced. 
Acting ·with the operators ( 20) and ( 25) on equation ( 23) one gets the equations 

for the wavefunction 1/, in an arbitrary moving reference frame 

Er(k.L) =r ifn)Aj~l•(k.L)"1a1(k.L)A(~>•(k.L) = 
d' .L 

= Ai~i.(k.L)[j (
2
!
1
,r.(k.L - q.L)l/1_.(q.L))Ai~>•(k.L). (26) 

All these equations (21,22) and (26) have been derived without any assumption 
about the smallness of the relative momentum lk.L I and for an arbitrary total mom en-

✓ 2 .... tum 1'" = (MA+ 1'2 , 1' '1- 0). . 
H the atom is at rest ( 1',. = (M,.,0,0,0)) equation (26) coincides with the Salpeter 

equation [18). Hone assumes that the current mass m0 is much larger than the relative 
momentum lrl then the coupled equations (21,22) and (26) tum into the Schro
dinger equation. In the rest frame ( 'Po = MA ) equations (21,22) for a large mass 
( m O / jq.L I -+ oo) describe a nonrelativistic particle 

1 k2 

E.(k) = ✓(m~)2 + k2 ~ m~ + -
2

- 0 , 
m. 

k 1 ± 7; 
tan2v = mo -+ 0; S(k) ~ 1; A(s) ~ -

2
-. 

Then, in equation (26) only the state with positin energy remains 

Ac+JI/IAc-> !::! tJ,s,r., Ac->¥'A(+l !::! 0, 

and finally the Schrodinger equation results in 

[
2
~1c-2 + (m~ +·mi- MA)]"7s,r.(lt) = / ,::1,x(lt - q)!/1s,r,,(q), 

6 

(27) 

-~ 

whereµ = m. · m,/(m,. + m,). For an arbitrary total momentum 1'" equation (26) 
takes the form 

[-
2
~ (k;J-2 + (m~ + m~ - v'P2)]"7s,r,(l.:.L) = j (~'~ V(k.L ·_ q.L)l/1s,r,,(q.L), (28) 

and describes a relativistic atom with nonrelativistic relative momentum lk.LI << m~••· 
In the framework of such a derivation of the Schrodinger equation it is sufficient to 
define the total coordinate according to (3), X = (x + y)/2, independently of the 
magnitude of the masses of the two particles forming an atom. 

Now we consider the opposite case of massless particles, m~ = mf -+ 0. Suppose 
that in this case equations (21,22) 

J d'q.L 
2E,.(k.L) cos 2v(k.L) = (

2
~)' V (k.L - q.L) cos 2v(q.L) {29) 

· J d'r 2E.(k.L) sin 2v(k.L) = 11.:.LI + (
2

~)• V (k.L - q.L)l£.L · tz.LI sin 2v(q.L) {30) 

have a nontrivial solution v(k.L) #- 0. This solution describes the spontaneous break
down of chiral symmetry [2)-[9]. 

It can easily be seen that equations (29,30) are identical with (26) for the bound 
state wavefunction with zero eigenvalue, 1'; = 0 and 

Ac+>"1Ac-> = Ac->"1Ac+> = it, 
d' .L . 

2E,.(k.L)t/,(k.L) = j (
2
:),Y-(k.L - q.L)tJ,(q.L). {31) 

Therefore, 

1/, = cos2v(k.L)/F (32) 

· where F is a proportionality constant. 
In this way, the coupled equations (21,22) and (26) describe the pure relativistic 

effect of the appearance of the Goldstone mode due to spontaneous breakdown of chiral 
symmetry. Thus in the framework of instantaneous action (1) we get the proof of the 
Goldstone theorem in the bilocal variant. · 

Just this example represents a model for the construction of a low - energy theory 
of light mesons, in which the pion is considered in two different ways, as a quark -
antiquark bound state and as a Goldstone particle. So it turns out that our relativistic 
instantaneous model for bound states can, in the lowest order of radiative corrections, 
also describes mesons. 

Indeed, there is a number of paper ( cf. [2)-[7) and references therein ) where 
equations (21,22) and (26} are used for the calculation of the mass spectrum of light 
mesons, the constituent quark masses and the meson decay constants. In the papers 
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the potentials are determined from the spectroscopy of heavy quarkonia as sums of 
rising and Coulomb potentials, for instance [4] 

( ) a:s V. 2 v,1/s ~ M V r = - - or , 0 - 250 eV,a:s ~ 0.3. 
r 

(33) 

Thereby, the heavy quarkonia ( m0 > > 250M e V ) themselves are described by Schro
dinger equation (28) which, as has been shown, can be derived from eq. (26) in the limit 
of large masses. In this limit, the effect of spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry 
also disappeares, and the constituent quark masses are identical to the current ones 
[19]. 

The advantage of such a potential approach compared with all other ones consists 
in the first constructive connection between the fundamental parameters for physics 
at short distances {the parameters of rising and Coulomb potentials and the current 
quark masses) with those of hadron phy~ics for long distances ( the pion mass and its 
weak decay constant F,. ). 

The shortcomings of this approach were the following: the nonrelativistic formula
tion (in the rest frame) of the bound state, the absence of an relativistic meson inter
action Hamiltonian, and the open problem of the status of radiative QC D corrections. 
The first two disadvantages are absent in the new relativistic potential model [8,9] 
considered here. This model represents a logical interpretation of relativistic atomic 
physics, i.e. an interpretation of the "atomization" of QED. 

From this point of view the "hadronization" of QCD qualitatively differs only by 
the short - range property of the quark - antiquark interaction potential for light 
quarkonia. Furthermore, the effective action for light mesons must be an action for 
a chiral Lagrangian. The proof of the fact that (11) leads to a chiral Lagrangian has 
been performed in [20) with the help of th~ separable approximation which can be 
used just for short - range potentials. For low orbital momenta such potentials can be 
represented with good accuracy as a product of two factors 

< l = OjV(p - q)ll = 0 >= /(pJ.)/(qJ.). 

The underlying model (11) becomes equivalent to one of versions of the Nambu - Jona -
Lasinio model (21,22] with explicit indication of the formfactor /2(p) for the ultraviolet 
regularization. It is well known (21,22], that this model leads to chiral Lagrangians. 

The validity of the separable approximation for short - range potentials explains 
the fact of the weak dependence of the low- energy physics for light mesons on the form 
of the potential. Therefore, there exists a number of models satisfactory describing the 
experimental data. 

Here, one should mention also papers dealing with the derivat~on of nonlinear chiral 
Lagrangians from QC D (cf.ref. in (22)). The essence of those proofs consists in a formal 
derivation of the determinant (7), (11) by means of chiral transformation which are 
parametrized by the IPeson field. Thereby, in many cases no derivation of the equation 
for the meson spectrum is given to say nothing of its solution. The main aim of 
these papers is to find the coefficients in higher order terms in the expansion of chiral 
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Lagrangians in meson momenta ~d to establish the description of baryons in the form 
of "skyrmions" (23]. Al!. these papers concerning the justification of chiral Lagrangian 
from QC D are ~ot devoted to the determination of essential parameters of the low -
energy physics ( F,., F K, m r, •.. ) fr~m Q Cp. 

The relativistic model for atoms and hadrons (1) - (26) as compared with the above -
mentio~ed popular non - relativistic [4] and nonlinear (22] approaches unifies aspects of 
both approaches and gives a constructive generalization of chiral Lagrangiaris to heavy 
quarkonium physics, i.e. it allows to describe decays of heavy quarkonia into light 
ones in the framework of one unified action of the type (11) with a minimal number of 
parameters, defined in the short - range region where the perturbation theory begins 
to work. 

The construction of such a quantum relativistic hadron theory on the basis of the 
action (11) has been given in paper (8,9]. 

3,The spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry and the physical vac
uum. 

In this section, for the potential model (1) we clear up to which physical vacuum 
there corresponds the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry accompanied by the 
appearence of the Goldstone mode. We work in the operator approach (2)-[7] with the 
Hamiltonian given by 

/ 
1 / ,\!. ,\• 

1t = dxq(io,-r, + m0 )q + 2 dxdy(qt(x)fq;(x))V(x -- y)(qt(Y) ;'q,(y)). (34) 

The first step for constructing the physical states consists in the definition of the one 
. - quaai - particle creation ( a+, b+ ) and annihilation (a, b) operators with the help of 

the Bogolubov fermion expansion (10) 

qa(x) = ~ / (
2
=~•/2eiqs(a,(q)µa(q,,) + bt(-q)va(-q,,)]. (35) 

Here µ 0 (q, ,) and 110 (-q, ,) are the coefficients determined from the Schrodinger equa
tion for the one - particles energy 

< a,(q)I.Hla1(q') >= E(q) < 0la,(q)a1(q')I0 > • 

They can be represented via the Foldy - Wouthuysen matrix (18) as 

µ 0 (q,,) = 5(q)0 _aµ_a(0,,); 110 (-q,,) = 5(q)0 _av_a(0,,) 

with 
' 

5aa•(q)[E µ .. ,(o,,)µt,(o,,)]5i,~(q) = (5
1 +2-ro 5-1

) s (A!(q)),._,, . ..., 
s .. a•(q)[E v,.,(o,,)vt,(o,,)]5i,~(q) = (5

1 
-2-ro 5-1

) = (A~(q)),.,. . ,., 
9 

(36) 



At and A~ are projection operators on states with positive, resp., negative energy. 
Then, equation (36) takes the form of the Schwinger - Dyson equation (29,30) which 
can compactly be written as 

E(p)S-2(p) = m0 + Piii + i/pqS- 2(q), 

where f pq is a short - hand notation for the integral operator 

. I dq 
Ipq = (2,r)'r(P - q)/(q). 

(37) 

(38) 

After inserting (35) into (34) the Hamiltonian can be given in the following manner : 

1t = Eo+H1+:H4:, 

E0 = < Ol1tlO >, 
H1 = L E(p1)(at a1 + btbd, 

(1) 

: H4: = i L c5<4l(P1 - P2 + Ps - p4)V(p1 - Ps) 
1,2,3,4, 

{ +b+ +b+ • • • • + +b+b • • + 0 1 2 a, 4 l-'1 1121-'1 114 a, 2 sa11J1 1121111-'4 
+ b1a2atbt v:µ 2µ;114 + b1a2b1a411~µ~11;µ4 + ... } + 

(39) 

In : H4 : only terms forming colourless mesons as pair correlation (24,25,26] have been 
kept. The following abbreviations have been used in (39}: 

I dp, . 
E=E (2 )"2'{/}={p,,,,},l=l,2,3,4. 

l •1 1r 

For diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (39) with respect to pair correlations (at bf), 
(b1a4) one defines a new vacuum as the coherent state 

I0 >>a= exp{ L a(l,2,3,4)[(at1 bti1 )(bthatii)]}IO > (40) 
1,2,1,4 

and the creation operator for the bound state (of pair correlation) 

B+(n) = L c5(p1 - p2)[X+(l, 2)a+i(l)b+i(2) - X_(l, 2)fli(l)ai(t)]. (41) 
1,2 

The coefficient X + and X _ are determined from the Schrodinger equation for the two 
- particle energy M 8 , 

0 << OjB(n)(H1 + H4)B+(n)I0 >> 0 = MB O << 0jB(n)B+(n)I0 >> 0 , (42) 

and the parameter a in ( 40 )is given with the help of the definition of the annihilation 
operator for the pair correlation 

BH(n)I0 >>a= 0. 
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(43) 

l 

l ., 

Equation (42) coincides with equation (10) in the rest frame (the Salpeter equation) 
for the meson spectrum 

(E1(P) + E,(p) =F MB)'P:1::1:(P) = ;A:t:(p)[fpq('P++Cq) + tp __ (q))]A:t:(P) (44} 

up to the notation 

Ip= IP+++ 'P--i'P:t::t: = A:t:t/iAT; 
·V'++(P)a,9 = L X+(P1,P1,11,12)1J!(P1,1i)11,9(p1,12), (45) 

•1,12 

'P--(P)a.a = 'L X_(p1,p1,11,12)11.t°(P1,1i)µ..,(p1,12), 
•1,,, 

The one - particle energies E1(P), E2(p) in (44) are defined via the Schwinger- Dyson 
equation (37). 

Notice that equations of the type (37), (44) are well - known from the nonrel
ativistic many - body theory (Landau's theory of fermi liquids [24], Randon Phase 
Approximation [251) and play an essential role in the description of elementary excita
tion in atomic nuclei [26]. Their relativistic analogues describing the Goldstone pion 
and the constituent masses of the light quarks are equations (21,22) and (26). 

The Green function method discussed in sect.2, and the operator approach lead to 
one and the same equations and complement each other. The 'first allows one to make 
easily th~ relativistic generalization and to construct the effective meson interaction 
Lagrangian, whereas the second yields an adequate interpretation of quantum states 
and enables one to describe more complicated system, e.g. baryons and other many -
quark states [27]. 

4. The relativistic equation f'or many - quark syatems. 

Let us construct by means of the quasiparticle operator method the relativistis 
equation for the baryon as a three - quark system. In the meson "coherent" vacuum 
( 40) the baryon creation operator consists not only of creation operators for quarks (a+) 
but also of annihilation operatora for antiquaries (b) with the same quantum numbers 

IJ_+ = L 6(P1 + P2 + Ps)(X+++(l,2,3)aiC+l(t)a;C+l(2)a1C+l(J) + 
1,2,1 

+ X--+(1,2,3)bi(+l(t)bi(+l(2)bi(+l(J) + interchange of (1,2,3)]i;•, (46) 

, The baryon functions are as follows: 

'P+++(l,2,3)0 ,-, = L µ!(1)µ1(2)µ~(3)X+++(l,2,3}, 
•1 •2•1 

'P--+(1,2,3)0 ,9-r = L 11.t°(l)11;(2)11;(3)X--+(1,2,3), 
•1•2•1 
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etc. 
Then, the eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian operator, 

a<< 0IBHB+I0 >>a, 

is equivalent to the following system for the baryons wave functions 
'P+++,~--+,'P-+-,'P+--· 

(47) 

( ; ) E(l) ( ~ ) E(2) ( ~ ) E(3) ( f ) Ms)¢ ( ~ ~ ~ ) (I, 2,3) = 

= jA u rA u r)A ur 
{ iu["1( + + + ) (L.2..3) + "'(- _ + ) (LZ.,3)] + 

. -,-+ +++ 
-+- . +--
+-- -+- . 

+ iu["1( ~~! )(1,.ta.)+t/1( ~~= )(1,Z.,a.)]+ 

-+- --+ 
+-- . +++ 

.(48) 

+ 11.1["1 ( ~ ~ ! ) (1, 2,a.) + "'( ~ ~ = ) (1,2,a_)]} 

-+- +++ 
+-- --+ 

where 

I dq 
Iut/,(l,2.,3) = (2ir)•£..(q)tf,(p1 - q,p2 + q,p,) 

P1 + P2 + Pa = 0. (49) 

Equation (48) is the analogue of the Salpeter equation (44) for a bound state consisting 
of three particles. The nonrelativistic reduction [18] from (26} to the Schrodinger 
equation (27), 

E.(p) 
1 p2 ~ Jm2 + p2 ~ m. + -2;:;;-• - . . 
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s.(p) ~ 1, 'P+++ = "' > > "' ( + __ ) , 
-+-
--+ 

leads in our case to the well - known nonrelativistic eql.!ation for the wave function of 
three particle bound states 

2 · 2 2 

.R.!_+ 12.+ .R.!_ _ (Ms - m1 - m, - ms)]!/J(P1,P2,Pa) = 
2m 1 2m 2 2m 1 -

2 • • • 
= 3[Iu.t/l(e,1, ~•Pa)+ Iut/l(P1, ~• e_,) + Iu.t/l(e,1, P2, e_,)]. (50} 

Here, the condition (49), which means the choice of the rest frame 1',. = (M.a.,0,0,0), 
has to be fulfilled. 

Notice that the Jacobi coordinates, which allow to write the Hamiltonian in the 
term of two relative momenta. have sense only in the nonrelativistic limit. 

For the description of baryons in an arbitrary relativistic reference frame, one needs 
to generalize the Markov - Yukawa condition (9) for the bilocal field to the N- local field 
t(x1,x2, ... ,xN). By the example of a bilocal system we have seen that the definition 
of the total and relative coordinate X = (xi + x2} /2 and z = x1 - x2 respectively is 
universal for quarks with arbitrary mass, including also constituent masses depending 
on momenta. By analogy, we introduce for the N- local field the total and relative 
coordinates 

1 N • 
X,.= N}:x;,., z~>=x;,.-X,. 

;:1 

which are connected by the identity 
N 
~ zC;J =0 LJ ,. . 
;:1 

Then, the generalization of the Markov - Yukawa condition takes the form 

(51) 

F> 0 •( <1> <2> <N>) o ( · - 1 2 N) ( ) z,. ax,. T z,. ,z,. , ... ,z,. = . •- , , ... . 52 

Let 1',. be the eigenvalue of the operator for the total 4-momentum, and r,,. be the unit 
vector in the direction 1'(r,,. ~ 1',.). Owing to the condition (52) the N- local function 
!(p;<1>,p;<2> ••• ,p;<Nll1'), being the Fourier transform of +(zi1>,X,.) with respect to 
all coordinates, depends only on the transversal relative momenta 

N 
p~)J. = p~) - r,,.(pFl . rt), L p~)J. = 0. (53) 

i=l 

To describe the baryon in an arbitrary reference frame it is sufficient to substitute in 
( 48) all relative momenta p; by the transversal ones, p;c;J, and the projection operators 
A:t: (p) by the operators 

A:t:(PJ.) = S(pJ.)M::: S(pJ.J-1. 
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In the same way one can generalize the equation (48) and its relativization for an 
arbitrary N- quark state. 

The method for constructing relativistic wavefunctions of many - quark system 
explained above unambiguously enables one to build from the nonrelativistic bound 
state wave function 

X • eiMXo t (p:-i p::!11 p=-H) "p .. (i) - O 
01,02, ••• ON • 01,02, , .. DIN J ' ••• ' t L.J -

i 

relativistic wave functions for the same bound states with total momentum 
1',.=(w=/ih+M2 ,'P), . 

Xo1,02, ... ON ei1'X • A , (p<1JJ·A+ , (p<2>.1.) .•. A , (p<N).I.) • +o1o1 o2o2 +oNoN 

f I I I (p(l).I. p(2).1. ••• p(N).I.) "'1,a,, ... aN ' ' 

LP~).!.= O). 
i 

Here Xa1,a2 , ••• aN is the matrix selecting one or another representation of the Lorentz 
group with a definite spin. ( A representation of the Poincare group that preserves the 
one - time dependence of wave functions see in ref. [29) ). 

5. Relativistic equations for gluonic systems. 

The quantization method considered above for fermion systems can also used to 
calculate the parameters of gluon states described by the QC D Hamiltonian (13,30) 

HvM = j dxi[(Et")2 + (B:)2
] + _ 

+ ½ / dx / dy/•1•1d1Er•1(x)Af"1(x)V'1',(Alx - y)f'••2d2Ef·•(y)Af"'(y) + 
+ Schwinger terms. (54) 

Here V (Alx) denotes the_ potential satisfying the equation 

(V,(A)o;) ; 2 (V;(A)8;)V(Alx) = -g2c5(x), V; = 8; + gA;'~•, 

and the Schwinger terms are defined from the Lorentz covariance condition. It is 
important to note that the field operators in the Hamiltonian (54) are Weyl - ordered 
[13,30] due to the condition of relativistic invariance. 

Let us represent the gluon fields as Bogolubov expansion in creation and annihila-
~ ~~~ . 

E'!'6(x) = i / ~✓ ef>(p) [a<+l6(p)e~ - a<-l6(p)e~)eip:a: 
I (2r)1/2 2 0 I Q I I 
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A T'(x) = / dp 
1 [a<+l6(p)e~ + a<-l6(p)e~)e-ip:a: (55) 

I (21r)1/2 ✓2ef>(p) Q I Q I. I 

where the function <p(p) is to be calculated from the diagonali~ation condition of the 
Hamiltonian (54) with respect to the operators al+l,a<-l. 

In the formal form, the gluon Hamiltonian reads as. 

H = Eo + I dk[ ( at>(-k)a~~l(k) + atl(k)a!;;>(-k)) C
01

;•(4>) + 
· + at>at>w0102 (<p) + O(a4

)]. (56} 

Here C(<p) and w(ef>) are some defined functions the dependence on <p of which is 
determined from the expression of the Hamiltonian (54). 

The diagonalization condition for the Hamiltonian (54) means that the coefficients 
C(<f,) vanish 

C(<p) = 0 (57) 

For the solutions (57) the function w(q>) defines the gluon energy spectrum in the 
same way as the Schwinger-Dyson equation (37} defines the energy spectrum for the 
quarks.The Green function for the transversal gluon Af corresponding to equations 
(55) and (56) is given by 

w(q) 1 1 . 
'.D;;(qo,q) = "'( ) 2 2( ) . (c5;; - q;2q;). (58) 

'I' q qo - W q . - IE q 

From its meaning the quantity l = Z(q) can be called the infrared renormalization 
constant of the wave function. 

The Green functions for the quarks, eq. (19) and gluons, (58), are elements of a new 
quasiparticle perturbation theory in terms of which all matrix elements are calculated 
including the "running" coupling constant. 

The phenomenon of dimensional transmutation appearing in the "running" coupling 
constant should be investigated in accordance with the logic of quantum theory at the 
stage of defining the quark and gluon energy spectrum and their one-particle Green 
functions. 

Let us illu~trate this scheme by calculating the one-particle energy of the gluon and 
its bound states for the simplest example of the theory (54) where the operator for the 
potential is substituted by an effective potential. This means we consider the sum of 
the free Hamiltonian 

Ho= i / dx[(Ef}2 + (8,Af}2
), 

and the Hamiltonian of potential interaction between colour gluon currents 

1/ V(p1-P2) H1 = - 8 dp1dq1dp,dq26(p1 - P2 + q1 - q,)- (2,r)s 

r'1' 2rci•2 [a<+>(-l)- aH(-l)][a<+>(2) + a<->(-2)] · 
[a<+l(-1') - a<->(11)][a<+>(2') + a<->(-2')]. 
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4>(P1)4>( 41) 
1/>(p,)I/>( q,) 



Here, the short - hand notation (±p11 b1,ii) = (±l},(±q11 c1,id = (±2), 
(±p2,"2,i2) = (±l'),(±q2,c2,i2) = (±2') has been used. In our case, the coefficients 
C and "' are given by the expressions 

ca1a2(t/>) = [k
2

c5;; + ;:
2
(k))•i - tz'i]ef1(k)eJ3(-k) = o, 

"'a1a2(t/>) = [k
2

c5;; + ;:
2
(k))•i + tz'i)el11 (k)eJ'(k} {59) . 

with 

M2(k))ij = ~- / (::)S V(k - q)t/>(q)(c5;; - q;:2q;), 

.. N I dq 1 1 · 
z''(p) = 6;; + T (21r)':[_(k- q)t/>(q)(c5;; - q;q2q;). (60) 

Since two gluons perform the simplest bound state, . by analogy with the mesons 
(cf. (41) ), we introduce a glueball creation operator 

G+ = E / dk 
6 

X~;7~l(k)e7'(k)el3(-k)at>•(k)atl6(-k) + 

+ X~~7~l(k)el1(k)e]2(-k)a~;J'{k)at>•(-k)] 

and a "coherent" vacuum 

j0 >>a= exp{"£ / dk1dk2a(k1,k2}(a;'!°'"(k1)a~t'0 (k;)) · 
C 

(a;;>6(1ti)a;!'6(lt2))}IO > . 

Then, the Schrodinger equation for eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian operator 

a<< 0jGHG+jo >> 0 = Ma a<< 0jGG+jo >> 01 

is equivalent to the equation for the glueball wave function 

{2"'(k) - Ma )X;~++l{k) 

= :• f1t4{(W+(qjk))2xi++l(q) - (W-(qjk))2X;~++l(q)} 

'(2"'{k) + Ma)xi--l(k) 

= :• f1t4{(W+(qjlt))2X;~--l(q) - (W-(qjlt))2X;~--J(q)} 

with 

w:t:(qjk) = [~ t/>(q) ± ~ t/>(k)] 
t/>(k) t/>(q) I 

. I dq /1;4 /(q) = (21r)' V{k - q)/(q). 
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{61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Furthermore, one can write by analogy with the baryon (48) also the equation for the 
wave function of a antisymmetric three - gluon state "1+++("1+--,'P-++,'P-+-) with 
eigenval~es M BG 

["1(1} + "1(2) + w(3}- MBa1"'+++(1,2,3} = 

= ~•{f1,2.("'i1"'t1"1+++(1,l, 3) + "'i°1"';1"1--+Cl,l,3)) + ... }. (65) 

For an estimate of the solution to equation (62,63) we make use of the separable 
approximation for the potential 

I dq 1 2 1 IL dq 
(2,r)S V(k - q),f>(q)(c5;; - q;q 2 q;) ~ 3µ~CD lo (21r)1 ,f>(q)c5;;, (66) 

with the parameters describing the physics of light quarkonia ( L = 1.6GeV, µqcD = 
0.35GeV). Equation (60) take the form 

1 1L dp ✓ 2 2 v'zm; = .-,- o (211')' p + m,, 
µQCD . 

z = v'Z 1L dp 1 
1 + µ~CD O (2,r)' ✓p2 + mf {67) 

"'(P) = v'z✓p2- m: 
and have the solutions m1 ~ 0.BGeV, ./Z ~ 1.18. For the scalar glueball mass as an 
eigenvalue of equation (62,63) in the separable approximation 

-✓ 2 _ Ma)X = X Y)) [2✓z lt2 + m, L dq - Y)W{kjq) + 2{ + I 

N. I ~[(X = -4,_,2 (211')1 
QCD 

[2✓z ✓1c2 + m: + Ma)X = 

= ~IL (dq),[(Y - X)W(ltjq) + 2(X + Y)], {68). 
4µQCD 2lr 

W(ltjq) = 
k2+ m2 

I 
q2 + m2 + , 

one obtains the value Ma ~ 1.6Ge V. 

---
q2 + m2 

L 
1c2 + mf 

The appearance of consituent masses for quarks ,and gluons does of course influence 
the determination of the "running" coupling constant which in the new theory cannot 
have any singularities in the whole Euclidean region of the transferred momenta, among 
them also at q2 = 0 (9,31). 
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6.Conclusions. 

By analogy with QED in QC D one can separate the gluon interaction into the 
instantaneous and the retardation parts.The relative contributions of these components 
depend on the physical task under consideration. For the problems of scattering and 
dissociation they are ofthe same importance, whereas the definition of the bound states 
suggets the dominance of the instantaneous part. ( The dominance is provided by the 
singularity of the instantaneous term at the equal-time limit.)Just this suggestion was 
the starting point of our work. 

We gave the relativistic generalization of the instantaneous ·bound states in ac
cordance with the condition of irreducibility of Poincare group representation for the 
nonlocal objects proposed by Markov aniYukawa for two-body systems and extended 
it this paper to many-body systems. 

This generalization includes the separation of the total coordinates for any current 
particle masses, the definition of the coherent vacuum for pair correlations and the 
construction of relativistic wave functions in an arbitrary frame. 
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Ka.rxHHOBCKHH ID.IT.HAP. EZ-90-354 
PennTHBHCTCKHe CBH3aHHble COCTOHHHH B .ICX,Q 

CTaTbH IlOCBH~eHa nocTpoeHHe HenOKaJibHOH TeOPHH AAP~
HOB KaK CBH3aHHblX COCTOHHHH KBapKOB H rmoOHOB. lfcXOAHblM 
nyHKTOM HBnneTCH penHTHBHCTCKH KOBapHaHTHOe onpeAeneHHe 
O,l..lHOBpeMeHHblX CBH3aHHbJX COCTOHHHH H BblTeKaro~ee H3 Hero 
AOMHHaHTHOCTb OAHOBpeMeHHOI"O rnrooHHOI"O B3aHMOAeHcTBHH. 
Mb1 o60611UfnH OilHCaHUe He~OKaJibHOI"O penHTHBHCTCKOro IlHOHa 
Ha cnyttaH MHOI"OKBapKOBblX H MHOI"OI"nIOOHHbIX KOHq>Hrypa~HH, 
tJ:TO BKnrottaeT npaBHna IlOCTpoeHHH penHTHBHCTCKHX BOnHOBbIX 
~YHK~HH B npOH3BOnbHOH CHCTeMe OTCtteTa. 

Pa6oTa BbJilOnHeHa B ITa6opaTOPHH TeopeTHttecKOH ~H3HKH 
mum:. 

IlpenpHHT 06'be.lU{HeHHoro HHCTIITyTB RAepm,rx HCCJieAOBBHHH. ,Uy6ea 1990 

Kalinovsky Yu. 1·. et al. 
Rela_tivistic Bound States 1.n QCD 

EZ-90-354 

This paper is devoted to the construction of the non
local theory of hadrons as bound states of quarks and 
gluons. The starting point of our investigation is rela
tivistic covariant definition of instantaneous bound sta
tes and the supposition of the dominance of an instanta
neous gluon interaction. We have generalized the descrip
tion of the nonlocal relativistic pion to the case of 
many-quark and many-gluon configurations using an opera
tor approach. This includes the rules for the construc
tion of relativistic wave functions in an arbitrary fra
me. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laborato
ry of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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